1. Changes in Property tagging
   Amanda Jobes, the new property AD reviewed the new change in property tagging where all Poweredge server systems would now be required to be tagged as attractive property.

2. Approval of vulnerability scanning process –
   Sven reviewed the vulnerability scanning process with the group. This document will be sent electronically to the group for a final review.

3. Approval of Technology Strategic plan –
   Mary reviewed the strategic plan with the group. This draft will be sent electronically to the group for one last review and final approval.

4. Approval of executive summary –
   Mary reviewed the executive summary with the group. This draft will be sent out electronically to the group for final approval.

5. Update on the technology position reclassification pilot project –
   Supervisors from the technology departments continue to work with HR on the tech position classifications pilot project to create relevant classifications and descriptions for technology positions within BTS, AETS, WEP and the Library. Work will continue through the summer.